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Love at the first sight!
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PR Farid Ra has been conceived in Italy, when
owning certain bloodlines was a must and a satisfaction
for those who had the chance to do such a great outcross.
PR Farid Ra is son of an cross of horses with strong
masculine type.
As per what is written in the low maternal line, despite

the fact that have been attempts to overturn the basic
type, using different breeding cross with MORAFIC as
it was normal during that historical period .
He is a phenotype stallion with an ancient pedigree: it
is enough to read about its second generation to reach the
beginning of the gold times in the history of horses bred in
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the United States of America. For this reason its use has to
be considered as a reproducer.
His mother is RAAFALA bred at the Gleannloch Farm
in the United States.
RAAFALA was a strong brood mare with large diameters
quite similar to the type of her blood line as her pedegree
says. A real Kuhaylan at all.
You can clearly read how SAMEH, all the Rodanian line
and all the Maisa line have forged the phenotype.
The father of RAAFALA is the beautiful AMAAL, a full
brother of SHAIKEl BADI ; the mother of RAAFALA is
BINT ROMANAA, a full sister of DALIA.
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How can you forget his son IMPERIAL IMDAL?
When she was ready for her last son, for RAAFALA was
chosen the frozen semen of ANAZA EL FARID, the new
star that was driving crazy America.
This stallion was very masculine, strong and athletic: a
DAHMAN SHAHWAN the ancient way.
ANAZA EL FARID is a name that nowadays you find
with an unexpected frequency in the pedegrees of the
modern show horses; the incredible power of transmitting
this type during several generations has changed the
scenario of the showrings all over the world and this lead
to change from the grey color to the brilliant shades of dark

PR

Nasryne
Ra Farid PR x Ansata Neferet
by Ansata Nefer Isis

Safir
Abbadia

Baqir Al Safi
(Ansata Nile Echo x Bukra Bint Salaam)
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(Pr Farid Ra x Frasera Neferet
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Straight Egyptian Colt 2016
Dahmah Shawan Strain, Bukra Family
(in mother and father line)

reddish-brown.
This SE stallion, until now, was living in a big estate in
Tuscany only used to be ride and amuse the family of the
last owners and Breeders and produced only these georgeus
jewels .

Paradoxically you will not find his blood lines in a lot of
the Straight Egyptians pedigrees, but we are sure that his
special bloodline will become very famous, once again, to
cross especially all Ansata and Nagel bloodline’s mares.
Inshallah.
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